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Discover Black Pearl Precious Lifting Serum and Cream, 
your best ally to shade off wrinkles 

 
 

With the Black Pearl Precious Lifting Serum and Cream, discover our revolutionary new 
line of skin care with its immediate lifting effects, preciously reversing the effects of time. 
Your skin is regenerated in depth; facial contours are redefined and tightened.  

 
 

 
 
 
This line is an exclusive innovation of the Hélénère Laboratories, stemming from a 
technology in the forefront of the anti-ageing treatments. 
 
The powerful synergy of these two technically advanced formulas is inspired by the 
beauty secret of Asian women who use black pearl extract for centuries for its “magic” anti-
ageing virtues which regenerate cells in depth for a skin as radiant and as perfect as nacre…  
 
The Black Pearl Precious Lifting Set constitutes an intensive revitalizing treatment with 
immediately visible lifting results.  It is your best ally to delays skin’s ageing process and 
shade off wrinkles for a revitalized and younger-looking complexion. 
 
 
BLACK PEARL PRECIOUS LIFTING SERUM 
Strengthening the action of the Black Pearl Precious Lifting Cream, the Black Pearl Precious 
Lifting Serum regenerates the skin day after day and stimulates the natural synthesis of 
collagen thanks to Carnosine, a natural free-radical scavenger with a high antioxidant power 
and immediate lifting and firming effects. This miracle ingredient acts as a shield to the 
glycation, one of the main causes for skin-ageing.  
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BLACK PEARL PRECIOUS LIFTING CREAM  
The Black Pearl Precious Lifting Cream delivers additional targeted nutrients reinforcing the 
overall results of the serum, regenerating, nourishing and replenishing the skin. Its powerful 
active ingredients help repair age-related damages, progressively restoring a cutaneous 
barrier against external aggressions, and preserving skin elasticity and density. Its photo-
reflecting agent confers a splendid radiance to the complexion.  
 
 
Application: Every morning and evening, apply the Black Pearl Precious Lifting Serum over 
cleansed and toned face, neck and décolleté using a gentle ascendant circular motion. 
Proceed as well with the application of the Black Pearl Precious Lifting Cream for enhanced 
results.  
 
 
Key ingredients:  

- Black Pearl extract  
- Hyaluronic acid wrinkle-filling spheres  
- Collagen Synthesis-Stimulating Peptides 
- Carnosine 
- Tensing Agent for an immediate mechanical lifting action 
- Photo-reflecting agent 
- Caffein 
- Vitamins A, C and E 
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